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Trustees
Secretary
Appointments, 1887-1936 and 1912-17

Box 1:

Agriculture References to Board of Trustees Reports, A-Z, 1887-1936
Appointment Letter, 1912-13
Appointment Letters, A-B, 1913-14
   C, 1913-14
   D, 1913-14
   E-F, 1913-14
   G, 1913-14
   H, 1913-14
   I-J-K, 1913-14
   L, 1913-14
   M, 1913-14
   N-O-P-Q, 1913-14
   R, 1913-14
   S, 1913-14
   T-U-V, 1913-14
   W, 1913-14
   Y-Z, 1913-14
Appointment Letters, A-B-C-D, 1914
   E-F-G-H, 1914
   J-K-L-M-N-O, 1914
   P-R-S, 1914
   T-U-V-W, 1914

Box 2:

Appointments, A-Ba, 1914-15
   Be-by, 1914-15
   C, 1914-15
   D, 1914-15
   E-F, 1914-15
   G-H, 1914-15
   I-J, 1914-15
   L-M, 1914-15
   N-O-P, 1914-15
   R, 1914-15
   S, 1914-15
   T-U-V, 1914-15
   W-Y-Z, 1914-15
Appointments, A-H, 1915-16
   H-M, 1915-16
   N-S, 1915-16
   T-Z, 1915-16
Appointments, A-Z, 1916-17

Appendix:
1913-14, Notable Letters

Babcock, Kendric C., appointment as LAS Dean
Bevier, Isabel, domestic sciences
Clark, Thomas A., raise
Daniels, Arthur H., appointment
Day, W. B., pharmacy
Drury, appointment
Davenport, Eugene, appointment
Enger, Melvin, appointment (no reply)
Forbes, appointment
Trecchet, appointment (visiting professor from France)
Harker, Oliver A.
Hieronymus, appointment
Hopkins, B. Smith
Huff, George
Jacobs, Dr. Charles (Medical Center)
Jones, Lloyd T.
Kent (refusal)
Kinley, David
Kyle, Martha J.
Lescher, George C.
Miller, George A., mathematics
Morey, Lloyd, raise
Moorehead, F. B., dentistry
Noyes, William A., raise
Oldfather, William A.
Provine, Loring
Sarett, Lew
Stewart, Charles L., cancelled fellowship because of World War I
Talbot, Arthur N.
Teal, Paul H.
Townsend, Lowell L.
Weston, N. A.
Willard, Arthur C.
Williams, R. Y.

1914-15

Allen, Louis C., romance languages; problem with leaving Europe during war
Alvord, Clarence W., appointed director of Illinois Historical Survey
Anders, Paul, glass blowing (chemistry); asks permission to start one month late
Beach, Robin, appointment, refusal
Boonstra, Samuel P., cannot accept Architecture Scholarship
Boyer, Clarence V., acceptance; problem of receiving mail while in Europe (Germany).
Brooks, N. C., Curator of Museum of European Culture; problem about receiving mail
Brunelle, Augustus H., declined Latin Scholarship
Buck, Alonso M., shy one-year appointment
Chase, W. A., question over salary distribution
Cowley, Frederick K., declined architecture instructorship
Emmet, declined Assistant Chief in Animal Nutrition
Fielding, E. W., declined appointment as chemistry assistant
Enger, Melvin, appointment
Foglesong, L. E., declined appointment in landscape gardening
French, Wilbur M., accepted appointment as instructor in pediatrics, hope for promotion
Gayle, Hubbard K., declines scholarship in animal husbandry
Gehrmann, Frederick, declined Graduate School appointment (physics)
Glann, Eleanor M., question of vacation with pay
Green, Alexander, accepts appointment, received no mail in Europe
Harlan, Charles L., declined assistantship in education
Hieronymus, Robert, appointment as community adviser
Jutton, problem returning to America because of the war
Kapsa, Pauline, resignation, then retraction
Kellog, J. M., difficulty receiving mail in Europe, wasn't notified of appointment
Kyle, Martha, appointment as English instructor; accepts no salary because she is also Acting
   Dean of Women
Leonard, Faith, declined
Malick, Hike M., florid acceptance letter from a Persian
Miller, H. W., Assistant Dean, College of Engineering
Moore, H. T., question of Talbot's jurisdiction over Moore's work
Moorehead, F. B., appointment as Dean of Dentistry
Naumann, A. J., declined, the accepted position as dentistry instructor
Sarett, Lew, accepts assistant ship in English
Slater, Willis A., wanted promotion, no just re-appointment
Smith, Constance Barlow, "Dean of Women for the Summer Session"